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New Releases



I am a bookworm is a UK based packager and publisher of
children’s books based in the heart of a creative hub in

Bristol, Paintworks. 

Our story began in early 2011, when I am a bookworm was 
created with the purpose of creating high-quality and original 

novelty books, board books, picture books and bath books 
for children aged 0-5 years old.

I am a bookworm officially launched at the Frankfurt Book Fair 
in 2011 which was our first opportunity to introduce ourselves 

and present our very first titles.

The interest and feedback we received was incredible which 
gave us the confidence to persue our passions and

continue to create wonderful and intelligently designed
children’s books.

Since then we have continued to grow our catalogue of
children’s books, the variety of books we offer and our
international presence and we now exhibit at Bologna,

London, BEA and Frankfurt book fairs.

We now have 160 individual titles in our catalogue and our 
books have been translated into 24 different languages

which can be found  throughout the world.

Our Story...

Combined we have over 50 years experience creating, 
designing, producing and selling children’s books. 

To contact us, please see details of our team below:

For all general enquiries, please contact:
nick@iamabookworm.co.uk

Please contact gwen@big-leap.co.uk for all enquiries in 
the territories listed below:

North America (excluding French Canada), South America, 
Portugal,  Italy, UK, South Africa, Greece, Australia, New 

Zealand & Asia.

Please contact rachelpidcock@capricornrights.com for all 
enquiries in the territories listed below:

France, Holland, Belgium, French speaking Canada,
Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Finland, Iceland, Germany,

Russia & Eastern Europe.

Please contact lola@iemece.com at IMC, Literary Agency 
for all Spanish enquiries.

Please contact samdeals7@gmail.com for all enquiries for 
Israel.

Please contact sushin@bookman.com.tw for all enquiries 
for Taiwan.

Our Team
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Baby Shakers

These colourful and unique shaped books feature a built-in-
rattle with colourful beads that is visible on every spread and 

even helps to complete each character and object.

The bright illustrations and colourful rattle will capture a child’s 
imagination and the easy-to-hold shape will make this book a 

favourite to read at home, or to take with you on the go.

Titles in the series:

Animals / At Home / Out and About / Vehicles

Specification:

Format - Board Book.
Size - 140mm x 140mm.

Extent - 5 spreads plus cover.
Extra - Built-in-rattle.
Illustrator - Bella Bee.
Author - Nick Ackland.
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Colourful Concepts

Each title in this colourful series is packed with 10 first word
images for your little reader to identify.

Large tabs on every page allow little hands to turn each page 
with ease, while the bright illustrations, each accented with 

shiny foil will excite the senses.

Titles in the series:

Vehicles / First Words / Colours / Animals

Specification

Format - Tabbed Board Book.
Size - 200mm x 200mm.

Extent - 5 spreads plus cover.
Material - Whiteboard.

Illustrator - Charlotte Archer.
Author - Nick Ackland.

New for
Frankfurt

2016!
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Count and Seek

The Jungle is such a busy place to be!
There are so many things to count and seek!

The Count and Seek series has wonderfully cute artwork that is 
bright and engaging. Every page offers diecut windows that peak 
through to the next spread, clever cut outs to trace, and a host of 

Jungle, Garden, Farm and Ocean animals to discover.

Titles in the series:

Jungle (Counting) / Garden (Shapes) / Farm (Animals) / Ocean (Colours)

Specification

Format - Board Book.
Size - 216mm x 216mm.

Extent - 5 spreads plus cover.
Material - Whiteboard.

Illustrator - Cathy Hughes.
Author - Nick Ackland.
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Little Croc

Join in the adventure with Little Croc in this series of novelty
board books. Each title has 5 beautifully made, individual

movements (sliders, levers, spinning wheels and so much more!)

Designed specifically to encourage the involvement of little hands, 
these books are the perfect way to engage, whilst entertaining

the reader as they join Little Croc on all his adventures!

Titles in the series:

Builds a house / Takes a trip / Sails the Ocean / Visits the Zoo

Specification

Format - Board Book.
Size - 140mm x 140mm.

Extent - 5 spreads plus cover.
Material - Greyboard.

Illustrator - Martina Hogan.
Author - Nick Ackland.
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LITTLE FLiPPERs

Little Flippers feature a spiral binding which allow you to flip the pages 
with ease. Each page has a 3D animal glued onto it, creating a unique 

and touchable book, that will fascinate busy minds and hands.

Packed with fun first words and bright, colourful, easy-to-identify
illustrations, these books are perfect for early learning and their

size makes them perfect to take with you whilst out and about.

Titles in the series:

My First Animals / My First Colours / My First Numbers / My First Noises

Specification

Format - Board Book.
Size - 150mm x 130mm.

Extent - 5 d/s pages plus cover.
Material - Whiteboard.

Illustrator - Caroline Davis
Author - Nick Ackland.
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Little Learners

Little Learners are a cute and colourful way to encourage early 
learning. The clear, simple text and colourful characters on each 
page will inspire and encourage readers of all abilities to join in 

reading, counting & identifying animals, shapes, colours & opposites.

Learn to count with Little Owl. Learn to identify colours with Little 
Bunny. Learn Opposites with Little Bear. Learn shapes with Little Lion.

Titles in the series:

Counting / Colours / Opposites / Shapes

Specification

Format - Board Book.
Size - 200mm x 170mm.

Extent - 5 spreads plus cover.
Material - Whiteboard.

Illustrator - Sarah Lawrence.
Author - Nick Ackland.

New forFrankfurt2016!
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Story time sets

Every story time box set contains 3 individually shaped books, with 
an enchanting rhyming story about the title character.

There are 3 fantastic Farm, Forest, Ocean and Jungle based
adventures in each set. Pick your favourite, or read them all, these 

books will be a story time favourite to read again and again.

Titles in the series:

Fantastic Farm / Forest Fun / Amazing Ocean / Jolly Jungle

Specification

Format - Board Book.
Box Size - 310mm x 110mm.

Book size - 100mm x 100mm.
Extent - 5 spreads plus cover.

Material - Greyboard.
Illustrator - Jennie Bradley.

Author - Nick Ackland.
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WHEN I GROW UP...

What do you want to be when you grow up?

This series is about inspiring young children and sharing the busy 
and exciting lives of Fire Fighters, Doctors, Astronauts and Police 

Officers!

These shaped books feature bright artwork, simple text and exciting 
adventures of their everyday heroes.

Titles in the series:

Fire Fighter / Doctor / Astronaut / Police Officer

Specification

Format - Board Book.
Size - 175mm x 135mm.

Extent - 5 spreads plus cover.
Material - Greyboard.

Illustrator - Steph Hinton.
Author - Nick Ackland.

New forFrankfurt2016!
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Rights Sold:

France
Italy

North America
Denmark

Wales
South Africa

Each book features an exciting adventure starring you! Simply
insert a photograph of yourself, a child, a friend, or a relative 

into position on the sliding drawer on the last page and become 
part of the story!

Enjoy adventures to the moon, in a race car, as a princess, a 
mermaid. a snowman, or help to save Christmas!

Titles in the series:

Moon / Princess / Race Car / Mermaid / Christmas / Snowman

Specification:

Format - Board Book
Size - 200mm x 200mm

Extent - 10 spreads plus cover
Material - Greyboard
Illustrator - Ed Myer

Author - Nick Ackland

Action Kids
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Rights Sold:

France
Holland
Belgium
Spain

North America

This super cute and collectable series of shaped board books 
feature a 3D element on the front cover.

Each title features the adventure of the title character as they 
explore their surroundings and habitats and meeting new friends 

along the way. Each page features simple facts that will
excite and educate every young reader.

Titles in the series:

Penguin / Lion / Cat / Cow / Owl / Duck / Rabbit / Crab

Specification:

Format - Board Book
Size - 135mm x 175mm

Extent - 5 spreads plus cover
Material - Greyboard

Illustrator - Zoe Waring
Author - Nick Ackland

Animal Adventures
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Rights Sold:

France
Belgium

Switzerland
Italy

Estonia
North America

Denmark

Every Baby Sparkler title has 5 double sided tabs and 10 images 
to identify.  Each page has vibrant first word images entwined

with accents of shiny foil and simple first words.

The sturdy and easy to grab tabs help toddlers and babies to 
navigate through the books with ease. A perfect

early learning combination!

Titles in the series:

Bang / Zoom / Splash / Woof
First Words / Numbers / Opposites / Shapes

Specification:

Format - Board Book
Size - 175mm x 155mm

Extent - 10 spreads plus case
Material - Whiteboard

Illustrator - Jennie Bradley
Author - Nick Ackland

Baby Sparklers
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Rights Sold:

North America
France
Greece

Big Board Books

A series of bright and engaging first word books for children 
with padded covers and crisp white board pages. 

Each page features vibrant, cute images and simple text to 
encourage your little reader to join in. With easily recognisable 

animals and objects on each page, this book is a fantastically fun 
educational series.

Titles in the series:

Animals / First Words / Numbers / Colours

Specification:

Format - Board Book
Size - 180mm x 180mm

Extent - 10 spreads plus case
Material - Whiteboard

Illustrator - Sam Walshaw
Author - Nick Ackland
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Rights Sold:

South Africa

These brightly coloured buggy books come complete with a
colourful, child safe strap, ready to take with you anywhere.

The bold colours will be sure to grab your child’s attention
immediately and with 8 cute animals to identify, this is a
fantastic introduction to learning about little animals.

Titles in the series:

Jungle / Farm / Ocean / Home

Specification:

Format - Board Book
Size - 100mm x 100mm

Extent - 4 spreads plus cover
Material - Whiteboard

Illustrator - Sam Walshaw
Author - Nick Ackland

Buggy Books
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Rights Sold:

North America
Greece

New Zealand

Busy Baby is a wonderfully bright series, packed full
of 50 cute and colourful first word images.

Every title features 8 shaped flaps to flip, clever cut out shapes  
and fun finger tracks to trace. Busy Baby is a wonderful

introduction to identifying and learning first words.

Titles in the series:

Vehicles / Animals / Counting / Sounds / ABC / 123

Specification:

Format - Board Book
Size - 200mm x 200mm

Extent - 5 spreads plus case
Material - Whiteboard

Illustrator - Jennie Bradley
Author - Nick Ackland

BUSY BABY
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Rights Available:

Wordwide

Join the firefighters, the farmer, the digger driver and the sailors 
during their busy day in this brand new series of large, vehicle 

shaped children’s books.

Made from strong material each title has bright, colourful, shiny foil 
on the front cover. These books can be read and then played with 

to encourage your childs imagination for their own busy day!

Titles in the series:

Fire Engine / Tractor / Digger / Lifeboat

Specification:

Format - Board Book
Size - 234mm x 156mm

Extent - 5 spreads plus cover
Material - Whiteboard
Illustrator - Dean Gray
Author - Nick Ackland

Busy Day
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Each of these shaped story books for children features an exciting 
tale about the title character. Every title is cut to a unique shape 

and is packed with bright, fun and exciting artwork!

Each title has a fun and clever story that features a twist that any 
child is sure to enjoy, whether reading alone or with a parent.

Titles in the series:

Knight / Princess / Pirate / Witch

Specification:

Format - Board Book
Size - 225mm x 25mm

Extent - 10 spreads plus cover
Material - Whiteboard

Illustrator - Michelle Breen
Author - Nick Ackland

Rights Sold:

North America
France
Spain

Malaysia

Castle Books
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Bright, bold and colourful first images and words for babies and 
toddlers to enjoy. Each book also features a rattle to add that extra 
element to enhance enjoyment of these fantastic baby sized books!

Made from child safe, flexible white EVA so they can be wiped clean,
and taken anywhere to be enjoyed on the go!

Titles in the series:

Animals / Numbers / Colours / Shapes

Specification:

Format - Bath Book
Size - 130mm x 130mm

Extent - 3 spreads plus cover
Material - White EVA
Illustrator - Jo Moon

Author - Nick Ackland

Rights Available:

Worldwide

Contrast Bath
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Cooking with Clementine is a child’s first cookery book with a
difference. Follow the recipe to create perfect fairy cakes,

pancakes, cookies and pizza’s. Whilst making these delicious
treats learn about all of the ingredients being used.

Each boxset can be packaged with a selection of high quality,
child safe, collectable cookery items.

Titles in the series:

Fairy Cakes / Pancakes / Cookies / Pizza

Specification:

Format - Board Book
Book Size - 150mm x 150mm

Extent - 7 spreads plus case
Material - Whiteboard
Illustrator - Lucy Neale
Author - Nick Ackland

Rights Sold:

Sweden
Germany

Cooking with Clementine
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These fabulous books are a joy to share with your baby and the 
beautiful, brightly coloured illustrations will appeal to babies.

Add a photograph of your babies first steps, their first meal, their 
first nights sleep and write a note of their first words and keep 

these books forever.

Titles in the series:

Who’s Walking / Who’s Sleeping / Who’s Talking / Who’s Eating

Specification:

Format - Board Book
Size - 200mm x 200mm

Extent - 6 spreads plus case
Material - Whiteboard

Illustrator - Anna Shuttlewood
Author - Anna Shuttlewood

Rights Available:

Worldwide

First Baby Board Books
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Count, rhyme, touch and feel your way through each of these large, 
bright and bold board books. Each full page spread contains cheeky 
animals to count, funny rhyming text to join in and read, and touch 

and feel plush to stroke.

Each spread is larger than the last, creating a unique tabbed effect 
that is easy for little hands to grab and turn the page.

Titles in the series:

Farm / Garden / Jungle / Ocean

Specification:

Format - Board Book
Size - 280mm x 220mm

Extent - 5 spreads plus case
Material - Whiteboard

Illustrator - Patricia Regan
Author - Nick Ackland

Rights Sold:

North America

Fuzzy Farm
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This series follows a toddlers travels as they journey through
the world around them exploring and discovering all the things

that they can do.

Read each book with your toddler and ask them to join in
with the activities on each page to encourage them

to jump, dig, play and paint!

Titles in the series:

I can Jump! / I can Dig! / I can Play / I can Paint

Specification:

Format - Board Book
Size - 150mm x 150mm

Extent - 5 spreads plus case
Material - Whiteboard

Illustrator - Zoe Waring
Author - Nick Ackland

Rights Available:

Worldwide

I can...
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This unique shaped series of books are packed with 50 first word 
photographs to help excite and educate every reader.

The titles are full of bright photographs of Animals, Vehicles and 
everyday items you objects that can be found at Home or whilst

Out and About. Each page features a large tab to turn
the page, ideal for little hands!

Titles in the series:

Animals / At Home / Out and About / Vehicles

Specification:

Format - Board Book
Size - 245mm x 240mm

Extent - 5 spreads plus cover
Material - Whiteboard
Author - Nick Ackland

Rights Sold:

Spain

Index Tabs
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Lift the flap on each page to reveal which animal
friend is hiding from you!

Each book has 10 flaps to flip and 10 friends to find. With big pages 
and big flaps, this series is perfect for busy little hands and minds. 
The simple and repetitive text encourages your little one to read 

along and have fun identifying different animals.

Titles in the series:

Farm / Jungle / Ocean / Forest

Specification:

Format - Board Book
Size - 230mm x 200mm

Extent - 10 spreads plus case
Material - Whiteboard

Illustrator - Hannah Wood
Author - Nick Ackland

Rights Sold:

North America

Lift the Flap
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Little Lion and his friends love to be outside and exploring nature. 
Join Little lion in the Garden, Little Zebra in the Forest, Little Giraffe 

at the Beach and Little Elephant on the river.

Each title features clever movements and sturdy flaps to encourage 
your little one to join in the fun and discover a love of nature!

Titles in the series:

Garden / River / Beach / Forest

Specification:

Format - Board Book
Size - 200mm x 200mm

Extent - 5 spreads plus cover
Material - Greyboard

Illustrator - Sam Walshaw
Author - Nick Ackland

Rights Sold:

North America

Little Explorers
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Each title in the My Busy Day series focusses on different activities. 
Little Bear is getting ready for bed. Little Dog is getting ready for 

dinner. Little Bunny is getting ready for a bath. Little Panda is getting 
ready to play! 

After such a busy day they all need their bed! Filled with cute
illustrations and simple text to encourage reading along at home!

Titles in the series:

Night Night / Dinner Time / Bath Time / Play Time

Specification:

Format - Board Book
Size - 150mm x 140mm

Extent - 5 spreads plus cover
Material - Whiteboard

Illustrator - Christine Gore
Author - Nick Ackland

Rights Available:

Worldwide

My Busy Day
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My First Tabs are a beautiful and cute introduction to reading
with your baby or toddler.

Each title features objects or activities to identify, and the large and 
easy-to-turn tabs will encourage your child to join in as you read 

together, starting a life long love affair with reading.

Titles in the series:

I love my / My Favourite / I can / I Cuddle My

Specification:

Format - Board Book
Size - 184mm x 184mm

Extent - 5 spreads plus cover
Material - Whiteboard

Illustrator - Christine Gore
Author - Nick Ackland

Rights Available:

Worldwide

My First Tabs
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Each First Word Library features a slide out tray that contains 4 
chunky first word board books. With bright, simple illustrations and 
important first words to identify and learn, these libraries will keep 

your little reader busy for hours!

Library 1: Animals, Noises, Vehicles and Words.
Library 2: Colours, Numbers, Opposites, Shapes.

Titles in the series:

Animals / Noises / Vehicles / Words
Colours / Numbers / Opposites / Shapes

Specification:

Format - Board Book
Book Size - 100mm x 100mm

Extent - 5 spreads plus cover
Material - Greyboard

Illustrator - Martina Hogan
Author - Nick Ackland

Rights Sold:

United Kingdom 
Greece

Malaysia
New Zealand

My First Words Library
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What noise does a Cow make?! Pull the tab to reveal the
answer! Have hilarious fun with your little one identifying the 
animals and giggling your way through every page as you 

moo! baa! and oink! your way through the book!

Collect all the titles and identify all the animals in the series!

Titles in the series:

Cow / Cat / Lion / Owl

Specification:

Format - Board Book
Size - 180mm x 180mm

Extent - 5 spreads plus cover
Material - Whiteboard
Illustrator - Bella Bee
Author - Nick Ackland

Rights Sold:

North America
South Africa

Malaysia
New Zealand

Noisy Books
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Each of these animal puzzle books features 4 x 2 piece puzzles and 
cute soft artwork. Match each of the baby animals in the tray on the 
right of the page with the correct mummy animal on the main page.

With chunky, child safe puzzle pieces and 4 puzzles per book, these 
books will entertain and educate as your child matches the animals.

Titles in the series:

Farm / Pond / Pets / Jungle

Specification:

Format - Board Book
Size - 265mm x 250mm

Extent - 4 spreads plus cover
Material - Greyboard

Illustrator - Zoe Waring
Author - Nick Ackland

Rights Sold:

Spain

Puzzle Books
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This series of soft and squeezy first word EVA books are perfect
for reading at home, in the bath, or on the go! With soft, colourful 

artwork of first word images, these books are ideal for babies
and toddlers to enjoy.

Early learning subjects will engage toddlers and these books will 
quickly become favourites to read at any time of the day!

Titles in the series:

First Words / Opposites / Animals / Toys

Specification:

Format - Bath Book
Size - 140mm x 140mm

Extent - 3 spreads plus cover
Material - White EVA

Illustrator - Sam Walshaw
Author - Nick Ackland

Rights Available:

Worldwide

Squeezy Readers
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With soft images and 5 movements in each book these board books 
are a perfect way to introduce opposites, colours, counting and 

shapes to your little one.

Pull the tab on each spread to reveal a hidden image that
completes the spread. Made with sturdy board, the unique
movement will engage, entertain and surprise the reader.

Titles in the series:

Opposites / Colours / Counting / Shapes

Specification:

Format - Board Book
Size - 220mm x 200mm

Extent - 5 spreads plus cover
Material - Greyboard

Illustrator - Martina Hogan
Author - Nick Ackland

Rights Sold:

France
Holland
Belgium
Spain

North America
United Kingdom

Taiwan

Teaching Tabs
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This series focusses on a toddlers routine around play time, dinner 
time, bath time and bed time. With soft artwork and simple text, 

these books are perfect to read with your little one and encourage 
them to practice each routine.

Titles in the series:

Let’s Play / Time for Tea / A Bath for Giraffe / Bed with Ted

Specification:

Format - Board Book
Size - 135mm x 135mm

Extent - 5 spreads plus case
Material - Whiteboard

Illustrator - Sam Walshaw
Author - Nick Ackland

Rights Sold:

Spain
France

Denmark
Hungary

Toddler Activity
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Learn to draw your favourite animals and objects with this 
introduction to illustration.

Remove each shaped animal or object from the page, place on a 
piece of paper and trace around the shape. Use the illustrations and 
your imagination to help complete your drawing. How does it look?!

Titles in the series:

Animals / Vehicles / Bugs / Things that Fly

Specification:

Format - Board Book
Size - 160mm x 160mm

Extent - 5 spreads plus cover
Material - Greyboard
Illustrator - Dan Crisp
Author - Nick Ackland

Rights Sold:

France
North America

Holland

Toddler Trace
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These cracking shaped books for children feature simple text that’s 
easy to read, bright and colourful illustrations and a sweet and

funny ending that is sure to get your child giggling with joy!

Join mummy chicken on the farm as she visits the other animals 
asking “where’s my egg” before being reunited for a

surprise happy ending!

Titles in the series:

Chicken / Penguin / Duck / Parrot

Specification:

Format - Board Book
Size - 210mm x 190mm

Extent - 5 spreads plus cover
Material - Greyboard

Illustrator - Lindsay Sagar
Author - Nick Ackland

Rights Sold:

Spain

Where’s my egg?
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There are 9 animals to discover in each title. Simply pull the slider to 
find who’s hiding from you! Each slider has a bright colourful pattern 
to give a  clue and forms a colourful stepped effect on the edge of 

the book.

Collect all 4 titles in the series to discover all 36 animals
that are hiding from you!

Titles in the series:

Jungle / Farm / Ocean / Forest

Specification:

Format - Board Book
Size - 226mm x 189mm

Extent - 5 spreads plus cover
Material - Whiteboard

Illustrator - Jake McDonald
Author - Nick Ackland

Rights Sold:

Spain
Taiwan

Who’s hiding?
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Please contact gwen@big-leap.co.uk for all enquiries
in the territories listed below:

North America (excluding French Canada), South America,
Portugal,  Italy, UK, South Africa, Greece, Australia,

New Zealand & Asia. 

Please contact nick@iamabookworm.co.uk
for all general enquiries

www.iamabookworm.co.uk

Please contact rachelpidcock@capricornrights.com for all
enquiries in the territories listed below:

France, Holland, Belgium, French speaking Canada, Denmark,
Sweden, Norway, Finland, Iceland, Germany, Russia

Eastern Europe

Please contact lola@iemece.com at IMC, Literary Agency
for all Spanish enquiries.

Please contact sushin@bookman.com.tw
for all  enquiries for Taiwan.

Please contact samdeals7@gmail.com for all
 enquiries for Israel.




